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Presidents Message
Greetings primrose lovers, it's summertime in Alaska! More
than enough hours of daylight to weed the garden, plant all
those hundreds of new seedlings, collect seeds for the APS
seed exchange, and even work if you have a real job. Sleeping
this time of year is optional. There'll be lots of dark hours this
fall and winter to catch up on that little item.
After almost no winter, our spring was very cool and our
season is still nearly three weeks behind normal. My apple trees
are in full bloom on the summer solstice as I write this, so I
may have little green apples for Thanksgiving. Denticulata
primroses were severely damaged by a hard frost in March that
brought with it the coldest day of the Winter on the first day of
Spring! My family and I left for a week long vacation on that
morning at 10 degrees F and enjoyed arriving in Honolulu,
Hawaii at a balmy 75F! We left behind purple crocus popsicles
and had fresh pineapple sorbet with not a primrose in sight.
Returning to the mainland, we visited a college in Portland
with our son and I got to visit the Berry Botanic Garden. Seeing
the beautiful setting where Rae Berry grew her plants and
contributed to the APS was very nice. It is in a quiet
neighborhood, somewhat difficult to find but worth a visit. The
managers and gardeners I talked with were enthusiastic about
growing many more primroses as they return the property to
some of it's former glory and of course are looking for more
volunteers to help. In April I attended the APS National Show,
chaired by Candy Strickland. She did another great job
arranging and coordinating the Show and deserves all our thanks
for her efforts. Some of us went through the APS judging class
taught by Rosetta Jones. She did a terrific job of teaching
practical judging skills using the examples from the Show.
I was fortunate to meet John Richards; the author of
"Primula", and see his slides of "A Cretan Spring" at a lecture
sponsored by the Mt Tahoma Chapter of NARGS. I truly
enjoyed talking with him about our favorite subject and
especially about some of the Chinese primulas I had seen. Some
of our members and I were welcomed to the gardens of Steve
Doonan, Thea Oakley, and June Skidmore, where of course
we had an afternoon tea! Rick Lupp at Mt Tahoma Nursery
gave us a tour and showed off his sand beds for growing alpines.
George Dusek and his wife Edith also shared their plants
and gardens with us. It was also fun to meet some members
of the Primula chat group to put faces to the messages we
have exchanged.

Continued on page 29
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Alpine Garden Club
of British Columbia
Spring Show, April 14 -15,2001
Held at the Van Dusen Gardens
Once again it was a real treat to meet
primrose friends, sometime >cen onh once
a year. The show is like a magnet, attracting
those of us who can't stop growing Primula
of all types. There were some treasures to
be seen once again.
One of the most striking plants was a
vigorous pale violet Cowichan. More often
seen are the rich red and amethyst colors,
but this was an unusual color-break. The
dark eye set off the flower to perfection.
The Cowichan strain originated with a
plant found near Cowichan Station, just up
the highway from us here in Victoria on
Vancouver Island. We were lucky enough
to have one the grand dames of the gardening
world of Victoria write her reminiscence of
the origin of the plant. There are still clumps
of what we believe to be the 'Neel' form the original Cowichan - grown in Victoria.
It has a dark stem and leaves, and a longer
flower pedicel than the hybrids, which gives
it a dainty appearance. You might want to
go back to the Summer 1992 issue of
Primroses (v.50, no. 3, p. 33) to read this
write-up. It is highly entertaining.
It was Florence Bellis of Barnhaven
nursery in Gresham, Oregon who first
introduced these hybrids in 1949. She
eventually isolated the color strains into
'Garnet', 'Amethyst', 'Blue', 'Venetian'
("hot pinks and strawberry reds, some with
black bee centers") and 'Yellow'. Part of
Florence's genius was her ability to describe
the colors of the primroses in such glowing
language and evocative terms that it made
you want to rush out and get some.
This variation on the 'Amethyst' color,
light violet, with a dark bee eye, raised by

Ruby Chong, former APS Seed Exchange
coordinator, is a fine example of these bredin-America plants. And, in fact, it was grown
from Barnhaven seed.
The trophy winner for best polyanthus was
a red-ground gold-laced polyanthus entered
by Phyllis Plenderleith. It is a joy to see a
large plant with many flower stems. An
added bonus was the lovely fragrance - not
all gold-laced polyanthus are fragrant. These
plants in the garden look most exotic - like
a cluster of bees or some other exotic insect,
hovering in a group. There is good seed
available now from the APS seed exchange.
Try some in your garden next year.
The trophy for best alpine Primula was
won by Ruby Chong with a fine example of
'Broadwell Milkmaid', a Primula allionii
hybrid. The plant was smothered in creamy
blooms - not a leaf in sight. Ruby purchased
this plant from Rick Lupp, nurseryman in
Graham, Washington. Rick has been a long
time supporter of APS and has some very
choice Primula. You can see his ad in the
quarterly.
Primula allionii need to be grown in a lean
m i x - lob of jiril in order to put on the
best show and to not rot off in the winter.
Another handsome entry was 'Clarence
Elliot', a violet-pink flower with a hint of
white eye. Because these are so low growing
they make handsome pot plants. Good air
circulation seems to be key. Ian Plenderleith
told me his plants on an outside balcony were
not looking very good last summer but after
he added a little fan that blew air across them
constantly, they perked up. An interesting
lesson.
The tiny primrose in a large pot remains a
mystery. It may be one in the Aleuritica
Section - one of the t i n y bird's-eye
primroses. The owner won it at a conference
some years ago, and it remains a tiny jewel
less than three inches across. It would be
great to have it identified.
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Another striking plant in the Vernales
section was a shaded, brick-colored jack-inthe-green polyanthus, raised by Ruby Chong
from seed from the late John Kerridge.
Likely this is some of Peter Ward's seed.
Peter is a gifted hybridizer and was a moving
force in the National Auricula and Primula
Society, Midlands Section, in England, and
John visited him a number of times. This
interesting Jack-in-the-green probably has
gold-laced polyanthus genes somewhere in
its background, but the lacing has retreated
to a wire-edge.
More and more Primula marginata seem
to be available these days, and this is
resulting in fine entries in the show. One
outstanding plant of 'Allen Jones' indicates
just how good the blue can be in a selected
colorform. Another entry, adwarf plant with
very toothed foliage, may be a species. It
would be a good choice for a trough,
growing only about three inches high.
A Primula that will grow happily in a pot
for years, P. marginata will live on your deck
or porch with a minimum of care. It rewards
you in early spring with handsome lilac-blue
or blue-mauve flowers which set off the
handsome toothed, usually-meal-covered
leaves to perfection. I hadn't realized the
blue strains of garden auriculas likely have
P. marginata somewhere in their past history.
Makes sense, when you think that the wild
auriculas are mainly yellow, though some
natural hybrids bring in the magenta color
of P. hirsuta.
This seemed to be the right time of year
for auriculas. Sometimes the season is not
yet advanced enough, but this year some
interesting plants appeared. The garden
auriculas were in fine array with a number
of pastel blooms. Colors ranged through
gold, pale straw to white. One had a light
edged petal and darker shading around the
eye. There were a number of striped
auriculas in the show auricula classes this
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year. Maedythe Martin has been hybridizing
and collecting stripes for the past five years,
and now they are starting to show up on the
benches. 'Agate Bands' is one of Derek
Parsons' hybrids. Derek has been raising
stripes in the Welsh border area for over ten
years. He has over two hundred named
plants now, and many more seedlings.
'Agate Bands' is a soft violet and old gold
color combination while others of his plants
range through red and white, blue and white
to rust and gold stripes. You saw some of
his plants on the cover of the winter
quarterly, 2001.
In the rust and white stripe color,
Maedythe had some seedlings to show for
the first time. Because the stripes are
included in the show auricula classes, the
standards for show plants must be met. This
includes a nice round central eye, with good
paste, a flat flower face and a circular
outline. This last criterion is hard to meet
with a striped flower, as the different color
of petal tissue- oist and white - grow at
different rates and result in a ragged edge.
You can see this in the outline of the rust
one in the AGCBC show. However this gives
the hybridizers something to strive for.
Another striking plant was the purpleground grey-edged fancy seedling presented
by Maedythe Martin. She has named it
'Calico Queen'. The color combination is
what catches the eye. There was also an
anomalous auricula. Green-edged auriculas
are highly admired because of the unusual
color-leaf tissue forms the flower petal. In
this plant, 'Ivy Gown', the flowers have
doubled, though you might have to confess
they are acting more like hose-in-hose. The
effect of the fresh green color doubled up
into a tassel-like flower is quite pleasing.
I noticed a number of people attending the
show were studying the British Columbia
Primrose Group display. There was a wide
range of Primula, everything from the
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Vernales, the wild English primrose, the
cowslip and the oxslip through lovely double
primroses, Julianas, and Garryards to the
more exotic Drumstick primroses, Primula
rosea and even the little birds-eye primroses.
Primula farinose. Roxanne Muth arranges
all of these plants on a handsome display
table, complete with primrose memorabilia
— little prints of flower-sellers with bunches
of primroses and books with a primrose
motif on the cover.
The count of pots was down a bit this year,
at 60, but the feast for the eye made up for
it. The plant sale provided collectors with
some fresh material and everyone had a very
good time.
Report by Maedythe Martin

Vancouver Island Rock and
Alpine Garden Society
Spring Show
April 20-21,2001
Victoria, British Columbia
The annual show here in Victoria has been
held for over 60 years and is still going
strong. The primrose classes have always
formed an integral part of the show and the
2001 display was no exception.
A gold-laced polyanthus was the judge's
choice for best polyanthus in show. This
plant was a dark-ground GLP where the one
in the AGCBC show was a red-ground. APS
member Tony James was the trophy winner.
He raised the plant from APS seed exchange
seed.
Two fresh yellow auriculas arrived in the
species class. One had a solid, clear ring of
paste or meal around the eye, which is there
in all the show auriculas; one had only a hint
of meal around the eye. Interesting how
selected forms of the wild auricula vary.

Primula forrestii, a tricky plant to grow, was
also shining in yellow glory.
A tiny Balkan bird's-eye Primula frondosa,
grown from seed, seems to check out in
Richard's Primula book. This species has no
meal on the upper side of the leaf, but has
the fine silver coating on the back. The
leaves are toothed, especially when young,
and the plants tend to form nice clumps,
which can be divided after flowering.
So many of the Bird's-eye primroses are
misnamed in nurseries: P. farinosa, P.
darialica, P. scandinavica can all be
confused. Whatever they are called, you
should have one somewhere in your garden
- in a pot or in a trough or growing by the
side of a path. The silvery leaves are a delight
at any time in the year, and the resting buds
are so attractive, holding the promise of what
is to come next season.
These plants are not long-lived, though
you might get two and even three seasons
from a plant. If they are happy they will set
seed, and Richards notes that seed is viable
for at least two years. He suggests that
garden plants probably exhaust themselves
growing in the relatively rich soil (compared
to the natives in stream-side soil) and this
may lead to their early demise. Here's
another treasure to try from seed.
The polyanthus class had a number of fine
plants as well as the trophy winning goldlaced polyanthus. There was a good white
poly with a yellow eye, and a number of
deep-colored Cowichans, just for contrast.
One of these was definitely in the Venetian
strain, as Florence Bellis called it - deep
strawberry red with only a hint of the black
"bee" eye. Tony James, who staged the plant,
is a dedicated grower of APS seed and has a
fine range of colors of the Cowichans in his
garden this year. Many are from Barnhaven
seed through the exchange. They glow like
jewels in the sun and deserve a place in any
garden.

!
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Another Barnhaven marvel is the 'Striped
Victorian'. Large-flowered p o l y a n t h u s
display the most interesting color
combination. The one Tony James had in
the show had purple stripes on a white
background, shading to deep purple at the
center. Others have cream backgrounds and
stripes in other colors. For garden display,
these are hard to beat.
A very dark-leaved polyanthus seedling
had a flower of deep rose with a white stripe
down the center of each petal. This was a
British seedling from Peter Ward's donation
last year to the APS seed exchange. It has
similarities to 'Fair Rosaleen', a striped
polyanthus saved from the compost heap in
Britain, which has gone on to become a
handsome and desirable plant.
In the European class, a few Primula x
pubescens arrived despite the lateness of the
season. The venerable 'Appleblossom'
grown in Victoria for over forty years shone
in its crystalline whiteness next to 'Apple
Blossom' brought here from England. This
one shades from a pale center to quite a deep
lavender at the edges of the petals. The
classic standby, 'Freedom' is one of the
easiest to grow. It has a flat clear mauvepurple flower and puts on a good display
early in the primrose season. One of Herb
Dickson's introductions, 'Petite No. I ' has
a more red-purple flower, and a larger white
eye.
Once you start growing these pubescens
you can get hooked! You'11 have a collection
in no time. A grower in Victoria tells me she
puts her pots out in the shade for the summer,
and waters them now and then - enough to
keep them growing nicely. Then come
September they go into the unheated
greenhouse for the winter, and may even start
to bloom as early as the end of February.
Another English classic, 'Boothman's
Variety', a dark reddish purple, was seen in
one of the displays at the show.
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A number of P. marginata were staged in
the European class - a large pot of 'Linda
Pope' being particularly eye-catching. An
unnamed pot, thought to be 'Agee' because
of the generous gold meal dusting the plant
was just over but the leaves carried the day.
Think of these decorative plants for a pot
on your porch or deck - the plants are longlived and will do in pots. They remember
the rocky crevices of their homeland of the
M a r i t i m e Alps and are determined to
survive, even in your little pot.
The auricula class had a black self-auricula
that had gold meal on the foliage. Quite often
black self's result when you cross greenedged auriculas with each other. Perhaps this
plant had some genes from Cy Happy's greyedged auricula 'Cornmeal' which has, as the
name suggests, golden farina on the leaves
and flowers. The great green-edged show
auricula from England, 'Prague', was staged
in good form, though perhaps with not quite
enough flowers open. 'Prague' was raised
in England by David Hadfield before 1976
and still wins many prizes on the show bench
there today.
Garden auriculas showed the full color
range from purple through rust and yellow
to white. Three white seedlings were
progeny of 'Balcom's Moonlight'. That
plant has passed on to the auricula heaven
in the sky, but some of the seedlings come
remarkably close to the parent. Others have
a hint of pink or of very pale blue. All are
sweetly fragrant - an added bonus with all
the auriculas.
Stripes appeared - - 'Avon Tiger', a red
and w h i t e stripe by Allan Hawkes of
England; 'Border Beauty' red and white
stripes by Derek Parsons of Wales and
'Rusty Wheel' an orange and grey seedling
stripe by Maedythe Martin. In the show
auriculas there were black self's and yellow
self's and a rose seedling self took the trophy
for best Primula in show.
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A semi-double striped auricula in a six-inch
pot was covered in flowers. The base color
is yellow, striped with broad bands of red,
and then overlaid with white stripes of farina.
Perhaps this plant will yield fully double
striped auriculas in the future. A violet-blue
alpine auricula gathered many admiring
comments. 'Ina Schofield' was raised in
Wales over forty years ago. The shading
from dark to light illustrates how alpines
could be dressed for show. Alpine, by the
way, has nothing to do with the Alps, but
indicated exhibition auriculas with shading
and no farina on the flower or the leaves.
Have you seen the late Mary Robinson's
new book on auriculas? On page 47
(Robinson, Auriculas for Everyone, 2000)
there is a section on preparing for the show.
The photo depicts an alpine auricula with
the shaded petals carefully arranged so that
each overlaps in the same direction. This
does tend to present the flower in the most
attractive manner.
The VIRAGS show, being an alpine
garden show, does not necessarily pay
attention to such niceties. But the glowing
colors of 'Ina Schofield' or the goldcentered, rust-colored 'Forester1 are striking
and handsome, no matter how the petals are
arranged. Alpines are very hardy and can
be grown outside in the garden with no
trouble. Having no meal, they are not ruined
by the rain the way show auriculas can be.
Be sure they don't bake in afternoon sun,
and have good drainage but nice rich soil.
Do try to get a look at Mary Robinson's
book. She died suddenly shortly after
completing the manuscript, and fortunately
friends proofread it for her family, so it could
be published. Such a knowledgeable and
down-to-earth grower is very much missed.
The wealth of sensible advice and many
lovely pictures make this a very useful book
to have.

The Primula season only comes once a
year, but it presents such a treat for the eyes
and even the nose (don't miss those
wonderful perfumes of primroses,
polyanthus and auriculas). It is a little sad
when it is over, but the primrose grower has
to be an optimist and look forward to the
next season and the promise of what all those
precious seedling might bring.
Richards, John. Primula. Timber Press,
Portland, Oregon, 1993 (now out of print).
Robinson, Mary, Auriculas for Everyone.
Guild of Master Craftsman Publications,
Lewes, East Sussex, England. 2000
(Available from the APS Book Store)
Report by Maedythe Martin

Tacoma Chapter
National Show Report
On April 20-21-22, 2001 the Tacoma
Chapter of the American Primrose Society
staged a very beautiful Primrose Show. The
setting was again in the Expo Hall of the
Western Washington Spring Fairgrounds,
and was in conjunction with several other
flower shows. The Fair Committee reported
that there were over ninety thousand people
who attended the three-day fair.
The Primrose schedule has for the past
several years been extended to include
several Rock Garden sections and the entire
show saw two hundred seventeen entries
tabled. There were many beautiful rock
garden plants on display at this years show
in addition to the tables filled with
Primroses.
The three-day show included a Board of
Directors Meeting on Friday afternoon, a
Judging class on Saturday, and a Banquet at
Mrs. Turner's Hometown Cafe in Puyallup
on Friday evening, which was attended by
thirty nine interested people.

In including the rock garden entries the
schedule was rewritten to include a Best of
Rock Garden Section, Best of Primrose
Section and a Best Plant in entire show. Our
awards were given to some past winners but
one of our newer members was a big-time
winner, taking three awards with one plant.
Carole Lynd won Best Acaulis, Best in
Primula Division and Best in Show with her
beautiful perfectly mounded plant of Dawn
Ansel. She also won best Seedling with a
striking purple Polyanthus.
Rosetta Jones won two Auricula awards,
one for her deep brown double named
Cinnebar, and a Best Garden Auricula with
her fancy Parakeet. Dr. Roger Eichman
received best in P o l y a n t h u s w i t h his
beautiful tall yellow Jack-in-the-Green. Cy
Happy's deep purple stalked julie won him
a Best Julie. A gorgeous deep maroon
Cowichan named Velvet Moon won Best
Novice award for it's owner. Jewel Doering.
The remaining awards were received by
Thee Oakley, our Sweepstakes winner. She
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won Best in both in the Rock Garden Section
and in the Primrose Section. Her awards
included Best Acaulis-Polyanthus with a
lovely yellow Cowichan; Best Species with
a brilliant pink Kisiona; Best in Hybridizing
with a yellow Julie/Cowichan cross; and
Best in Growers Division with a pot of six
veris ssp. Columnae.
Our judges were Marie Skonberg, Dorothy
Springer, Cy Happy, Dorothy Dwyer, Roger
Eichman, and Ann Lunn, whom we wish to
thank for their time and efforts. Cy, Dorothy
and Marie are pictured below.
We were pleased to have people from New
York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Ohio,
Michigan, and Alaska as viewers as well as
attendees at the Banquet. The Banquet
program was given by Ed Buyarski, which
covered his trip to China. Tribute was given
to Candy by the Eastside Chapter for her
work with their Chapter over the years in
promoting Primulas. Tacoma Chapter's next
show will be April 19-20-21, 2002. Same
place, same setting. Welcome to all.
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Collecting Primula Seed
By Mary Kordes
As you are enjoying the lovely primula
flowers in your garden, think of where they
have come from. Each plant grew from a
tiny seed that contained a l i v i n g plant
embryo. Not surprisingly, one of the greatest
joys a gardener can experience is growing
your own plant from seed so you can watch
it develop from a tiny, newly germinated,
seedling to a full-grown blossoming plant.
Mother Nature has many tricks up her sleeve,
and some are within the genes found in those
seeds. Exciting surprises are awaiting
anyone who grows plants from seed.
"Hand pollinated" seed is highly sought,
but little creatures, like bees, butterflies, and
even hummingbirds, also do a fine job of
carrying pollen from flower to flower. They
unwittingly brush the grains of pollen that
have adhered to their body onto the sticky
stigma (the pin) within the corolla (blossom)
of another plant. Thus fertilization has taken
place, and the miracle of seed production
begins. Seed produced in this way is
considered "open-pollinated" seed.
Collecting that seed from your plants is
easy and rewarding. After the colorful flower
petals fade and dry to insignificance, watch
the calyx that was surrounding the base of
each blossom. The calyx is usually green,
looking like tiny leaves clasping and holding
the flower in place, often nearly hiding the
long, narrow flower tube. The ovary of the
blossom is found at the base of that tube,
deep within the area of the calyx.
As seeds begin to grow in the ovary, it
swells to form the seed capsule. The capsule
will eventually protrude above the upper
edges of the calyx as the seeds grow to
maturity, but it will still be cradled and
protected by that calyx.

During this process of seed development,
I'm always fascinated to see that the primula
species whose blossoms hang or face
outward, as in Sp. rosea, florindae,
melanops, japonica, and others, gradually
turn their flower pedicles, or stalks, skyward.
The developing seed capsule on the end of
each pedicel will stand upright like soldiers
at attention. This exposes them to the
maturing effect of the sun but fortunately for
us, it also prevents premature spillage of
precious seed.
Incidentally, did you know that plants that
produce hanging or dangling blossoms are
protecting their pollen from the damaging
effects of rain? Mother Nature is very
creative in her methods of i n s u r i n g
reproduction.
It will take several weeks for the seed
within those capsules to mature. Continue
to water and feed your plants during this
period to keep them healthy and active.
The seed capsules will eventually mature
to a tan color. This is when you should watch
closely, as those pods will split and spill their
seed. Since I have lost seed when pods
opened when my back was turned, I tend to
wait only for the capsules to begin to turn
tan, then cut them off just below the pod and
place them in paper bags to finish maturing
indoors. After about two weeks you can
shake the bag to release the dry seeds from
the opened pods.
If seed capsules and seeds are tiny, as in
some of the primula species, I put them in
ordinary letter-size envelopes to mature,
making sure I first tape the bottom corners
of the envelope to prevent seed leakage.
Seed may also be collected right in the
garden by either tipping the seed pods over
a bag or envelope and shaking them to
release the seed, or by clipping the pods off
and placing them in bags. Seed collected
directly from the garden may be planted
immediately for quick germination, or dried
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indoors for several days before storing.
Seed that is dried indoors in preparation
for storing will undergo a process of
hardening to create germination inhibitors.
These natural inhibitors put the seed embryo
into a sleep mode while it still lives on,
awaiting the day it will be planted so those
protective inhibitors will be destroyed and
germination can take place.
It will be necessary to "clean" the seed
before storing. 1 prefer to use two sheets of
white paper for the cleaning process. Place
a small amount of seed on one sheet and
carefully tip and tap the paper to allow the
seeds to roll off, onto the second sheet of
paper, leaving the chaff behind. Repeat as
necessary until the seed is free of as much
chaff as possible.
Immediately store your cleaned seed in an
airtight container in your refrigerator. Some
gardeners keep seed in plastic bags in the
crisper drawers of their refrigerator, but I
keep mine in envelopes sealed in screw-top
jars on the refrigerator shelf. Recycled film
canisters or pill bottles are also excellent
storage containers. Be sure to label your
seed. Most primula seed will remain viable
for two or three years when carefully stored
at cold temperatures. Some growers feel
seed can be stored in a freezer, but I haven't
had luck w i t h this method and don't
recommend it.
Grow some of your own seed, but also
keep the American Primrose Society seed
exchange in mind. This exchange of seed is
available to all members, and is the single
best way to increase the diversity of primula
plants in your garden and to increase your
knowledge of this vast plant family. The
excitement of seeing a species new to you
come into bloom is wonderful!
The seed exchange is dependent on the
seed donations of all of us. Seed you collect
in your garden allows other gardeners to
begin, or to add to. their own gardens.
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Instructions for mailing your seed in late
summer to the Seed Exchange Chairman will
be published in the Primrose Quarterly. This
sharing of seed is very satisfying and
rewarding.

New England Chapter Meets
The spring meeting of the New England
Chapter was held on May 12 at The Garden
in
the
Woods,
Framingham,
Massachusettes. For several of the nineteen
members attending, this meant a very long
drive with an overnight stay, but the effort
was not wasted. After introductions of new
members and a brief business meeting,
Rodney Barker showed the slides he took
in England in April of this year. Wild P. veris
and vulgaris, an entire bed of bright Wandas,
some scenes from the Royal Botanical
Garden, Edinburgh (where plants had hardly
begun blooming for this season) and shots
of a friend's garden in the south of England
were included in his presentation, with
shared comments and questions making the
event relevant for our own gardens. After
our plant swap, a picnic lunch on the terrace,
and some decision making at the plant sale,
most of us walked through the Garden,
w h i c h is home to the New England
Wildflower Society. Hills, ponds, marshes
and meadows were filled with native and
native/hybrid plants, (though no primulas
were evident,) and our cameras were busy
as we discussed blossoms and wondered
which of the wildflowers would grow for
us. The New England Chapter welcomes all
who are interested in Primulas, and extends
a warm invitation to any APS members
visiting the area to attend meetings.
Judy Sellers
Unadilla, NY
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Dear Primula Enthusiasts
In a recent issue of APS Quarterly I read
of the great success of the Primula email
group, so I immediately decided to join in
the fun! Now I would like to tell you a few
t h i n g s about my own interest in t h i s
fascinating group of plants and ask for your
expert help.
In collaboration with John Richards and
Tass Kelso, whom many of you certainly
know, I have been conducting a research
project on the systematic relationships and
evolution of breeding systems in Primulas
for the last five years. Unfortunately, my
previous positions and commitments did not
allow me to devote as much time to this
project as I wished, but now my new job
here at the Botanischer Garten in Zurich will
allow me to fully develop my interest in
Primulas. Beyond my collaboration with
Tass Kelso and John Richards, I have
recently started collaborating also with
another Swiss botanist. Prof. Kupfer from
Neuchatel, who is starting some work on
Alpine Auriculas.
In order to reconstruct the evolutionary
history and systematic relationships among
primulas I use both molecular data (DNA
sequences) and morphological characters.
For example, in the last two months we have
been looking at pollen characteristics and at
the morphology of papillae on petal
epithelial cells. We are also interested in
describing the comparative development of
reproductive structures in species of Primula
that we are growing here at the garden in
Zurich. We have excellent facilities, both in
terms of physical grounds, greenhouses, and
especially gardeners staff, to expand our
living collection of Primulas. We also have
a paper accepted in the journal Plant
Biosystems based on results from twentyone nuclear ITS sequences of Primula.

As you may have imagined by now, I am
always looking for new plant tissue to add
to my own collection of frozen leaves (which
now includes a bit over 100 species) and to
the living collection in our garden. As
Primula is such a large genus, I am now
focusing on section Aleuritia. I already have
several species represented in my
collections, but others are really difficult to
come by, so I am asking for any help you
can provide to obtain them, either by sending
plant tissue to me or by suggesting contacts
of people who might be able to help out.
Here is my own MOST WANTED LIST,
according to Richards 1993:
Primula alcalina (endemic to NE Idaho)
P. balschuanica (Tadzhikstan, E Bokhara)
P. capitellata (Elburz,N Iran, Afghanistan)
P. fistulosa (E Siberia, Manchuria)
P. longiscapa (Transylvania. W Siberia)
P. magellanica (Tierra del Fuego, Malvinas)
P. pinnata (Lake Baikal near Sharma)
P. sachalinensis (E Siberia, Kamtschatka)
P. schlagintweitiana (Pakistan, & NW India)
P. serrata (E Siberia and N Mongolia)
P. specuicula (Se Utah, N Arizona)
P. stricta Scandinavia (N Russiajceland,
Greenland, arctic Canada)
P. yuparensis (Mt.Yubari, Hokkaido)
I will greatly appreciate any and all the help
you can provide! If you can help please
contact me and I will forward you a set of
collecting protocols. You can contact me at
the following address:
Elena Conti,
Associate Professor of Systematic Botany
University of Zurich
Institute for Systematic Botany,
Zollikerstrasse 107,
8008 Zuerich, SWITZERLAND
Fax: 0041 1 6348403
Ph:004I 1 6348424
email: ContiElena@access.unizh.ch

Gold Laced Polyanthus
By Terry Mitchell
Gold Laced Polyanthus, where did they
come from and where are they going? Two
very simple questions having two very long
and complex answers. What I write here will
barely scratch the surface of the long and
chequered history of these charming little
plants. I guess it best to start at the beginning,
or the beginning as far as we know through
old books and documents.
It is interesting to note that red Polyanthus
is not mentioned by Parkinson in his
Paradisius* written in 1629. They are
however beginning to appear when he later
wrote his book Theatrum BoUmicum in
1640. It is widely believed that the Gold
Laced Polyanthus, or G L P as we now know
it, is thought to have been developed by the
Florists from a red Polyanthus that showed
traces of edging and lacing to the petals, but
very rough and crude. Pictures begin to
appear around 1710 with descriptions of
plants that are obviously the G L P, though
in very crude forms at this time. I think it
fairly safe to say the G L P was born almost
300 years ago and it has been grown and
developed over these three centuries to give
us the plants we have today.
To begin with, their form changed slowly
over the years, but the Florists finally
accepted it as a florists flower some years
later and laid down standards and guides for
the judging of these plants around the
178()'s. They were beginning to appear at
the shows held by the Florists at events that
were known as Florists Feasts, usually held
in local inns and taverns. The Auricula was
well established by this time and both
Auriculas and G L P were shown at these
events, though the G L P was not held in
such high esteem as the Auricula. Plants of
both were exhibited by the rich and learned
men of the time. Plants changed hands for
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sums of money that the ordinary people
could probably only dream about. Prizes at
these shows were copper kettles, silver
spoons, and of course money. 1 strongly
suspect that the prestige of owning the
winning plant to be of far more importance
than any prize money, and the wealth that
offsets from the best plants of the day could
bring to their owner were also great.
There was little progress over the next 50
years or so to their form but by the mid
1800's, there were a number of named
variety's around that were grown and shown
like the Auricula. Offsets were taken and
some of the plants were long lived by today's
standards. For instance, a variety raised
around 1830 called "George IV" was
recorded at the show of the National
Auricula and Primula show [Northern
Section] in 1930. Many other named
varieties with strange and grand names were
appearing around 1830 to 1840 and the dark
ground or black colours began to appear
along with the red ground colours. The
variety "Burnards Formosa", a picture of
which appears in the" Floricultural Cabinet"
of 1834, was said to be of the deepest black
with fine gold lacing and a centre to match.
This variety was to later play a part in the
survival of the G L P, but more of that later.
For some reason the G L P seemed to lose
favour from the late 1860s and may have
died out and been lost forever but for the
forming in 1873 of the National Auricula
Society. Many of the named varieties had
by now disappeared. Though new seedlings
were being raised, few were named, and
those that were didn't seem to be around long
before the variety was lost to cultivation,
only to be replaced by new varieties.
Their popularity waxed and waned, maybe
the First World War also had a hand in this.
I don't know. But by 1945, Peter Klein and
Florence Bellis in the United States had
received a few seeds of some of the last
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remaining named G L P from the UK. Between
them they raised some fine strains, plants
and seed of which found their way back to
the UK. Again fortune had smiled on the G L
P by the efforts of Peter and Florence. Little
progress was made in the UK between the
1950s and late 60s and once again it was as
if they had fallen from grace, they could
easily have been lost to us forever.
It is at this point that the picture I
mentioned earlier played a part in its revival.
A picture of "Burnards Formosa" was seen
by Hubert Calvert of Wakefield who found
it so enchanting he decided right there and
then hejust had to have some of these plants.
He knew nothing about them at this time and
extensive enquiries as to where he may get
some only only frustrated him when none
were to be found anywhere. He tried to recreate some with ordinary garden form
Polyanthus, some with wire edging but after
years it was apparent he was getting
nowhere. He then chanced on some
Thompson and Morgan seed of Gold Laced
Polyanthus. The resulting seedlings were
very disappointing. They looked nothing like
his picture of "Burnards Formosa".
Undeterred he selected the best few plants
and crossed them. This was continued and
each year improvements were noted. Other
growers soon appeared on the scene, notably
John Ollerenshaw and Allan Hawkes.
Hubert told" me some years ago on one of
my visits to see him how he had received
through the post a few seeds from Allan,
which he grew on and used in his breeding
programme. A new strain was born from this
postal joint effort which was called the
"Allanbert" strain; the name being the first
part of their names joined together. Strangely
enough the two of them never met. Hubert's
main and probably most famous strain was
the "Pennington" Strain, which eventually
produced some fine plants for him from the
Thompson and Morgan seed he started with.

This new initiative seemed to bring others
forward to take up the challenge. Indeed
many of the Florists involved with Auriculas
from the mid 1900s and maybe much further
back in time have dabbled in the G L P pot
along the way. Renowned names like Fred
Buckley and Dr D u t h i e among them.
Whether any remnants of their craft remain
I do not know, but would guess not.
I believe it was around the early 1980s that
Les Kay of Sheffield appeared on the scene.
He had success in the G L P classes with
various strains and must have been working
on his own strain. It swept all before it at the
Northern shows when he started exhibiting
the strain which he called "Kay's" strain. It
truly was a stunningly beautiful strain, and
Les dominated the classes for G L P at the
shows with the plants he had perfected, and
I do not use the term perfected lightly. Les
gave names to a few and it began to look
like the good times were back. "Smithymoor
Gem" which was probably one of the best
Les produced stayed around a short while
but it soon became apparent that these plants
were not long lived, a few years at best. This
was tragic given the fine form and beauty of
the plants Les had created. I myself grew
them and had success with them. I raised
new plants every year from seed saved from
crosses of the best of the years crop. I never
had any live long enough to show the
following year.
Hubert Calvert had left the show scene by
this time despondent that while the plants of
Les were dominant for the most part on the
show bench by sheer form, he told me that
the health, vigour, and longevity of the plants
seemed to count for nothing. The Pennington
plants did seem to live a few years. Hubert
showed me a clump of them in his garden
that he told me had increased from one plant
put there some eight years previous which
still looked to be strong and healthy. Les Kay
left the scene too not long after, old age and
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ill health of one form or another having taken
its toll on both of these great Florists.
As I thought about the situation I could
see a decline setting in again. I knew from
experience at the shows that very few G L P
were being shown. Bob Taylor, our Northern
section Editor, grew and showed them. He
was given seed or plants from Hubert, as far
as I recall, of the Pennington strain. Another
exhibitor and raiser at that time was John
Eddington, who favoured Les Kay's strain,
as did I, and John Gibson. Apart from the
four of us at that time there were few others
benching G L P at the Northern shows and
entries at the shows were usually low.
While visiting Hubert one day, he offered
me two plants of Pennington and some seed
he had spare. He probably only had about a
dozen plants at that time and I was reluctant
to take them but he insisted and said he
thought I would do more good with them
than he would. The two plants were of quite
good form and I told him I would take them
if it was OK with him that I use them to try
to create a new strain using his strain for
vigour and longevity, and Les Kays strain
for its fine form. Hubert said it was OK with
him. That was in 1992, and that breeding
programme is still up and running here in
Ossett. Hubert passed away a few years into
the programme but I did visit him and took
plants to show him every Spring to get his
thoughts on the way things were going, to
mull over all things G L P until we lost all
track of time. I think he approved of what I
was doing. Over the nine years it has been a
bag of mixed fortunes, highs and lows, too
long and complex to go into here, A couple
of years back I had some bad seedlings for
two year's and thought I had lost it, but I
c o n t i n u e d on and a few n i c e p l a n t s
eventually showed up again to give me the
heart to continue. The plants I have now are
very hardy. I have a few of the earlier ones
still, not great form but it will be interesting
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to see how long they stay around. This year's
crop of seedlings brought about six that were
benchable, and out of those one was
outstanding and one was pretty good.
Part of my aim is to improve the number
of good plants in a batch. This is proving
the most difficult part to achieve. The six
plants I mention above came from a batch
of around one hundred. All the other plants
have been discarded as useless, a great many
of them being pins, too many to be accurate.
Well that brings us up to date. Next years
plants are in seed trays in my greenhouse
ready for moving into their own individual
pots any day now. They carry next year's
hopes and expectations, and seed pods are
swelling on the few plants I thought worthy
of crossing to carry on the programme the
following year. Because there are so few
strains around now the real danger is in
breeding or line breeding. It has been noted
by some who have gone before that unless
new or different genes are added from time
to time these strains run out of steam and
poor and weak plants result. Even mutations
such as jack in the greens and doubles have
been known to show up. All very nice but
not when you are working to such carefully
defined objectives. To this end I was happy
to get a good plant of Cecil Jones "Penlan"
strain out of a few seeds I had been given
and this has now been introduced into the
melting pot of my programme.
What of the future? I wish I knew. At this
moment in time there are relatively few
Florists that I know of that are taking up the
challenge |for any I have not mentioned or
missed I apologize]. My programme goes
on with my "Pennington x Kay" strain. John
Eddington is still raising and growing the
"Kays" strain, so is John Gibson. Bob
Taylor still has predominantly "Pennington"
strain as far as I know. Cecil Jones "Penlan"
strain is still around, so is Lawrence Wigley's
"Beeches" strain. Seed can as far as I am
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aware still be obtained from Thompson and
Morgan and Barnhaven, though I have little
experience of these with regard to form. John
O l l e r e n s h a w is s t i l l growing his
"Ollerenshaw" strain, and Derek Salt has a
strain called "Oakleas". Peter Ward also has
grown them over the years, but if he has a
named strain I don't know the name, nor do
I know if he still grows them.
Since Barnhaven left America and came
to the U K some years ago, and the sad death
of Peter Klein, I have no knowledge at all of
any growers or hybridists of G L P in the
USA at all. I would like to hear from anyone
who has any information, plants, or seed.
Maybe someone could do a follow up article
for the Quarterly on G L P in the USA? I for
one would love to see such an article. I hear
you have G L P over there but what are they
and where did they come from? Do you have
many or are-they quite rare? So many
questions, who has the answers?

The Himalayan Garden
Growing Plants from the Roof of
the World
by Jim Jennyn
Available from Timber Press
Published 2001
320 pages, 128 color pics. $34.95.

The Himalayas have contributed fine
plants to our gardens through the efforts of
many explorers over the past 150 years. How
many of us have bought books written about
this area and others; enjoyed the adventures
and dreamed about growing some of the
plants in the beautiful pictures in those
books? Jim Jermyn's The Himalayan Garden
attempts to bring out some of the secrets of
these plants' cultural requirements and may
allow more of us to succeed.
He divides and describes the genera of
plants and their habitats into three ecological
zones; Temperate, Sub-Alpine, and Alpine.
Within those zones he has shady and sunny,
moist and well drained habitats for Primulas,
Meconopsis, Gentianas, Rhododendrons
and more to tempt us. His very sound advice
to split up our single genera collections to
avoid pest and disease outbreaks mimics
those growing conditions in the wild.
Jermyn's experience as a nurseryman has
translated into practical solutions for
growing and propagating some of these very
desirable plants. Whether we prefer rock
gardens or woodland gardens; there is
helpful advice for each of us. He has
provided source lists of specialty nurseries
and societies where we may get our starts.
Though many of us may be in denial,
gardening truly is a competitive sport among
many of us. Being able to show off those
shot silk blues of the Meconopsis, the woolly
rosettes of Saussureas, or the tiny flowers
and tight buns of Androsaces is what we live
for.
The photographs by Dieter Schacht only
feed this addiction for the rare and precious
that we may grow Himalayan plants in our
gardens.
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V.I, Spring Snow, "Best Primula in Snow"
Auricula Self Seedling grown by Maeaythe Martin

\.l. Spring Show, Show Bench Euroi

Reviewed by Ed Buyarski
V.I. Spring Show, Best Polyanthus in Show, Striped Victorian t>mwn by Tony James.
\(l pictures Vancouver Island Spring Show & Alpine Garden Cluh oj BC Show c(mrtc\y Maeaythe Martin
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V.I. Spring Short, Alpine Auricula "Ina

AGC of BC Show, Trophy winner "Broadwell
Milkmaid" shown b\
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AGC of BC Show. Trophy \VhmerGU'
shown b\ Plenderleiih
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AGC of BC Show, Striped Auricula "Agate
Bunds" grown hy Maedylhe Martin

AGCofBC Show, P. allionii "Clarence Elliot'
Shown by Ruby Chonf>

AGC of HC Show. Violet Cowichan pol\unthu.s
with dark eye, shown b\ Chonx

AGC of BC Show, shaded wire-edged jack-inthe-green polyanthus, shown by Ruby Chong
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phone or E-mail Address:
Garden USDA Zone:

Height

Rosetta Jones conducting a judging class at
I he APS National Show
Cowichan "Velvet Moon" won Best Novice Award
for Jewel Doering af the APS National Show

APS National Show Best in Show, Best Acauli.s, and Best in Primula Division wax won hv Carole L\nd
for her beautiful, perfectly rounded plant of Dawn Ansel.

I

Flower Color

Wild Collected Location or
Reference if new to Exchange

2001 - 2002 A.P.S. Seed Exchange
The time has come once again to prepare for the annual Seed Exchange. I hope all hurried. Pick a time when you won't feel rush, and work under a good light. First try
of you are thinking about sharing the wonderfu 1 primrose seed from your gardens.
to avoid mixing chaff with the seed, then try to remove any chaff that slipped by you.
This year's Exchange will operate under the same rules as last year.
. Most of the seed falls out of the pods or can be gently tapped out. The seed pods
\n be cleaned one at a time by gently pulling back the dried pod and using a tooth1. Only Primula and Primulaceae seed will be included in the Exchange. We
pick or fingernail to gently push the seed from the pod. Only as a last resort should
no longer distribute companion plant seed.
the seed pods be crushed! You can remove larger pieces of chaff with tweezers. Fine
2. To qualify as a donor with the donor's right of first seed selection, you
seed can be passed through a mesh sieve or strainer. Leaving the chaff behind. Static
must contribute 25 seeds of 3 different Primula or Primulaceae.
electricity on a piece of plastic can also be used to pick up small pieces of chaff.
We need your continued support in gathering and sending seeds. To all of you
who saved and sent seed last year, a big THANK YOU! You make the Exchange possible. Among the most popular in year's past were auriculas, goldlaced polyanthus, 'Cowichans', and of course, double forms. Demand has also
been high for species primula such as Primula sieboldii and P. kisoana, and
always wild-collected seed. Don't be put off if what you have to offer isn't in
the top 10 list! Keeping the gene pool large and diverse is important in the
more common selections, too. So gather, clean, store, and send in those seeds!
Gathering Seeds When should you collect the seed ? Most primula seed
needs to be picked fully ripe. Wait until the seed pod has dried on the plant and
is ready to split open. Sometimes you'll have to check several times before the
pod is ripe, and if you take a brief vacation for even a day or two you can be
sure that's the time the pod will split on its own and spill the seeds!
When the seed pods are ripe, cut the stalk with scissors or garden shears and
bring the pods indoors. Although most seed pods split from the top, there are a
few tricky ones whose capsules lift off at the stem and dump their seeds, so
take care. Leave the pods to dry for a week to 10 days in an open container or a
paper cup, with good air circulation to avoid mold. Be sure to label the cup!
There is an exception to the above description. Seed from primulas in the
Petiolaris Section should be collected while the pod is still moist but translucent, before the seed capsule is fully mature and crumbles away. Seed should
be sown immediately; if it is allowed to dry completely, it has a difficult time
breaking dormancy and may require many years to germinate. Anyone wishing
to receive petiolaris seed should write to the Seed exchange Coordinator in
advance, as this seed will be distributed immediately upon receipt.
Cleaning Seeds Cleaning the seed is a very important step that should not be

Storing Seeds After the seed has been cleaned and thoroughly dry, put the
seed in an envelope and label it. Store the envelopes in ajar or other sealed
container in the refrigerator until you send them in. Proper storage is necessary
to keep the seed fresh and viable.
Mailing Seeds Please use the form on the back to help us prepare our
catalog. Please print in block letters or type the primula name and section. All
seed and forms should reach the Seed Exchange Coordinator by October 31,
2001. If you have seed but cannot send it by that date, send in the form so that
your entry can appear in the catalog. E-mail messages can be send to us too.
Please send all seeds air mail. Have the envelope hand-stamped at the Post
Office, because machine stamping can crack or break the seed, ruining it. If
possible, use a padded envelope or wrap the seed in several thicknesses of
paper or bubble wrap to protect it in transit. For Customs Inspections, foreign
donors should indicate that the package contains plant seeds with no commercial value. Mail this form with your seed packets by October 31, 2001 to:

APS Seed Exchange Coordinator
P.O. Box 67, Millwood, NY 10546 USA
E-mail: mommens@advinc.com

Tel

Donor Name:
Address:

Genus

Species

Variety

Section
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Jitneaii Sho\\; P. cockburniuna "Show
Chairman's Choice".grown by Ed Buyarski,
Sieve Re it! photo

Junetiu "Best of Show", P. involucmta ssp.
yargongensis, Ed Hnyttrski, Sieve Reid photo

Juneaii Show, Auricula double seedling grown
by Cheri Fluck, Steve Reid photo

Juneaii Snow, P. sieboldii seedling grown
by I'M Buyarski, Steve Reid photo

Juneiiu Show. P. cHungensts grown by
Pam Finney, Steve Reid photo

Junetiu Show, P. I'iedii, grown hv Ed
Kityarski, Steve Reid photo

Jiinean Show, yellow polyanthus grown
by Jane Preston, Steve Reid photo

Jitneo.it Show, P. kewen.\is. grown by
Duane Buell, Steve Reid photo
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The Auricula
by George Glenny
The following is reprinted from the Summer 1980
issue of Primroses. The original work first appeared
in "The Culture of Flowers ami Plants", about 1835.

P. rietlii williamsii grown by Derek iMckey, which won him "Rest of Show". Derek Lockev phott,

"Netta Dennis" grown hy Derek Lockey, which won at Ossett for him. Derek Lockey photo

It will be seen that by simple culture the
auricula can be kept in good health and
bloomed in s o m e t h i n g bordering on
perfection; that there may be, by close
observation, and judicious experiments on
valueless plants, some improvement made
in time, we do not dispute; that some of the
nostrums recommended so indefinitely by
our predecessors, may have produced effects
pleasing to them, we have no doubt; but we
have yet to learn whether our forefathers
were good judges of the properties which
we now value; whether, in fact, they did not
fall into the error into which some of our
younger growers even now fall, and value
size, without considering the coarseness as
a blemish, is to us doubtful. Indeed, so far
as our experience goes back, (which is
something like thirty-five years.) the first
pair of auriculas in a show was always the
largest; and even in our young days we have
seen much more beauty and symmetry in the
stands that have been placed low or rejected
altogether, than we have in the winning
blooms. It would be difficult to say how
often we have seen very coarse specimens
of Cockup's Eclipse, Grimes Privateer,
Lancashire Here, and such like, win first
prizes against what in our estimation were
better flowers. We are, therefore, confirmed
at present in our opinion, that taking colour,
neatness, health of plant and general
propertied into consideration, we prefer very
much the flowers we have seen grown under
the treatment we have recommended, as far
superior to those which have been grown
stronger, longer, and (for we never saw an
exception) coarser. Some of these days we
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may discover a liquid manure that may, by
application at the time the flowers are
expanding, increase the beauty and brighten
the colours; but were we to begin growing
to-morrow, it would be on the principals we
have here laid down; for the more simple
the compost and general management the
better. We now proceed to give the treatment
which we have always observed from month
to month; and as we must begin the year, we
are to presume that the plants are all in their
frames, in the compost we have
recommended; that there are offsets round
the edges of pots, struck and not struck root,
as the case may be, others singly in the
smallest pots, and plants of all sizes upwards,
to those in the smallest show pots, which
are size forty-eight, and those in the larger
ones, size thirty-two; besides which, we are
to suppose there are seedlings of one season
and upwards, all requiring the attention
p e c u l i a r to t h e i r several states. We
commence then with...
January As there is danger of frost this
month, and it is not desirable to get them
frozen, it is necessary to keep coverings
ready for use, and to cover the last thing at
night, however mild it may be; but the milder
the weather, the later ought they to be
covered up; the morning frost frequently
come without any previous indication. If the
weather be mild in the mornings and through
the day, although the ground may be frozen,
the plants may have air all the warmer part
of the day. It must be observed too, that the
plants will require watering but seldom,
indeed, while there is any moisture in the
soil they ought not to have any; they might,
until the end of the month, be almost allowed
to flag before they have it. but there must be
no tampering with water; weather they have
it once a month, or once in three months,
they must have enough to wet all their
compost a l i k e . There is nothing more
dangerous than partial watering, and we
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were going to say, nothing more frequently
given, sprinklings that hardly go an inch into
the soil, and leave all the upper portions dry
as dust; the consequence is, not with these
only, but all other plants, that the top fibers
get a little nourishment, while the principal
get none, and the plant is checked too often
fatally. If they will do without, let them; but
when you give it, let it be enough to go
through; and all waterings should be with a
fine rose, so that they may require several
times going over before the soil is well wet.
As a general rule, they should have all the
air that can be given, whenever the weather
is sufficiently mild; but in north or east winds
of any strength, they are better only tilted
on the side, away from the blowing point.
This treatment is still good for offsets,
seedlings, and the old blooming plants. The
frame should occasionally be emptied and
swept out, and the plants re-turned, for it
clears away vermin and the eggs of vermin;
and besides, keeps the plants and pots clean,
and as they are re-turned, the holes should
be examined, and the pots rubbed round with
the hand to clear away any dirt.
February In this month, and in the next,
the plants for blooming should be all top
dressed. The surface should be stirred with
a blunt piece of wood, so as to loosen as
much as you can without disturbing the
fibers, and the loose stuff thrown out. The
top-dressing should be rich. If you have good
well rotted poultry-dung, you may add oneforth of it, one forth of cow dung also rotted,
and two-fourths, or half, of clean sand.
These, well mixed together, make a first-rate
top-dressing; but in the absence of poultrydung, you may use two-thirds cow-dung and
one-third sand. This must be put on the top,
to fill the pot to the rim; but previous to
putting it on, the dead and decaying leaves
must be carefully removed by pressing them,
or rather tearing them downward, bearing
at the same time a little sideways. When they

are all filled up as proposed, they are to be
returned to their frames, and have the benefit
of shading for a day or two, and a gentle,
but nevertheless, proper watering. The
foliage as well as the soil should be watered,
so that a fine rose and a light hand should
imitate a gentle shower of rain; and if there
happen to be a mild shower, they may have
the benefit of it, for it is not to be presumed
that any watering is so good as they would
receive from two or three hours' gentle rain;
for this reason, we should not be in a hurry
to water after top-dressing, until it began to
get rather dry, for if it were to get very dry,
the water would hardly soak in. The plants
will begin to grow fast towards the end of
the month, if the weather be at all genial,
and will require additional care to keep from
frost, by timely and efficient covering. The
seedlings in pans will be greatly helped by
stirring the earth between them. All seedlings
coming forward enough to bloom even in
their small pots, should be top-dressed, as
well as the regular blooming plants, for they
want the stimulus which the removal of the
spent earth and the substitution of good rich
compost never fails to give, and they will be
greatly assisted by the operation; nor will
any of the pots of offsets be the worse for
s i m i l a r treatment, as the earth will be
generally found a good deal sunk or settled
down in the pot, and sometimes the surface
foul, or mossed over. Stirring a little, and
throwing out the top, and substituting fresh
rich compost, will give an extra strength to
the growth, and be of use in forming good
plants for a future time.
March The plants are now growing fast,
and before the end of the month many trusses
will be showing. Of course, any that are not
already top-dressed, must be set to rights,
without delay, as directed last month. Care
must be taken now, that the hearts of the
plants do not fill with dust or water after pips
show, for dust would stain the flowers, and
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wet, for any continuance, would injure the
mealy powder which forms so conspicuous
a portion of the surface of the bloom. In
watering, therefore, the greatest care must
be taken to avoid wetting the foliage, or
washing the dirt up into the plant, until the
truss rises up, when there is not so much
danger, for a gentle rain will not hurt the pips,
nor the ordinary watering of a very fine rose;
but when it is considered that the powder
which characterizes the flowers and leaves
of this plant is easily displaced, it must be
obvious, that while the truss is down in the
heart, wet and dirt must be fatal to what
might otherwise be a good bloom. If there
be any plants on which you are depending
for a strong flower, and the offsets are not
an object, remove, at once, any that may be
growing out of the stem, by cutting them
away with a sharp knife, before they have
become large enough to rob the parent plants
of any part of their nourishment, because, if
an off-set takes to healthy growth, it seriously
affects the bloom any time before it is
matured. If, on the other hand, you are
depending on increase, and can spare the
bloom, pick off all the pips, and earth up the
off-sets, which will cause them to grow more
rapidly, and strike down roots. Seedlings
will, in some instances, be blooming even
this month. As soon as you can ascertain that
they are not better than we have, get rid of
them, either by throwing or giving them
away, or selling them, for as the only object
of raising seedlings is to get better than we
have, all that do not answer that description
are totally worthless to the growers of
collections. Seed may be sown this month
in large pots, of similar earth to that in which
they are grown. We prefer large pots to seedpans, because the greater body of earth keeps
more uniformly moist than the shallow pans
will allow it to keep. This should be leveled
an inch below the top, and the remainder
should be sifted through a fine sieve. The
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pot should be gently bumped on the table,
to settle the earth down a little, and then
leveled with a strike, so as to be even with
the top edge of the pot; on this, sprinkle the
seed properly. This must be placed in the
frame along with the plants, and before the
earth is dry at the top, let it be watered with
a fine rose, so fine as that the wet may fall
like dew, for it is absolutely necessary that
there be not a grain of earth or seed
disturbed. It is the best way to use one of
the patent syringes, with the finest rose that
is made, and to throw the water up, that it
may descend without any force whatever,
and in so light a shower, that it can disturb
nothing. It must be watered enough to wet
the whole body of earth, for frequent
waterings are not desirable; this will sink the
whole body below the edge of the pot, and a
flat glass may be placed on it, when you are
giving the plants air, but it must not receive
the whole heat of the sun.
April The trusses of the rising blooms must
now be attended to. Those which are to be
nursed for their blooms, must, as soon as
they begin to open, be placed apart from
each other, by tucking bits of soft moss, or
lint, (the former, however, is far the better)
between the foot-stalks, so as to place the
pips a sufficient distance from each other to
open freely without touching; and any pips
that are coming deformed, or too weak to
open the size of the rest, or too much
advanced to keep while the others overtake
them, may be removed with sharp pointed
scissors or tweezers, and great attention must
be paid, that none of those which are to
remain get damaged in the operation. When
the colours become pretty clear in the
budding pips, and they begin to open our
well, those intended to exhibition should be
removed to a warm sheltered spot, and be
placed under hand-glasses, on a table or
bench, if convenient; but if not, on a very
defer spot of ground, out of the way of wind
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and dust. Water must be administered freely
while the blooms are advancing, for they
require a good deal of nourishment, to give
them size and colour, and character; and
would be seriously checked, if allowed to
want it. Care must be taken to cover from
frost. The hand-glass out to stand of four
flower pots reversed, and placed at the
corners, of a proper height to let the edge of
the glass down an inch below the edges of
the pots in which the plants are; but in windy
weather, it will be necessary to cover mats
on the windy side, and the sun must be kept
off, by light a cloth or calico as can be had,
for light is of great service in bringing out
the colours. Continue to reject seedlings that
are useless, and to pick off the pips of small
plants that you wish to grow well, as the
blooming will retard them. Attend well to
watering seedlings and small plants, as the
smaller the pot the sooner they dry, and the
plants suffer accordingly. Take off dead
leaves, and occasionally clean out the
frames. The examination of the plants
blooming for show, should be frequent,
because the blooms arranged one day, may,
by their own growth, displace some of the
moss, and they will require very frequent
adjustment, for by means of the moss,
properly attended to, the flowers will be
grown into their proper position, and want
no dressing on the day of the show, but
merely removing the moss.
May The treatment should in all respects
be similar to last month, for the greater part
of April, and more than half of May, gives
us blooming specimens in every stage, from
just opening to the perfect flower; but as
some of the early ones will gone off the
bloom, you may place them in a frame by
themselves, in a shady situation, and allow
them to receive a moderate share of genial
rain, but cover them against violent falls, and
in stormy weather. Those who intend saving
seed should remove half-a-dozen choice

varieties, whose properties they wish to
amalgamate, and place them under a handglass, supported by pots a few inches from
the ground. The plants to select should be
one season potted, and they should be taken
before the pips are forward enough to be
fertili/.ed. As soon as they show well enough
to enable us to distinguish perfect from
imperfect pips, those most perfect in each
truss should be selected for seed, and the
remainder be picked off. The number of pips
to leave on, may be determined by the
quality; if there are two or three equally
good, two or three may be retained; if there
be one better than the rest, that one alone
should be kept. These p l a n t s must be
refreshed with water, and may be uncovered,
to receive the benefit of a mild shower, but
the glass should be placed over them at night;
and if there should be any indication of frost,
a mat, also, that will reach to the ground, as
frost might prevent them from seeding. Some
would take the trouble to fertilize them
artificially, but this is a matter of fancy. To
do this the anthers must be removed, before
they burst, from the one to be impregnated,
and then, with a camels hair brush, take the
powder from some fine pip of the sort whose
properties are required to be imparted to the
seedlings, and take it to the plant to be
seeded. If the pistil is in a condition to
receive the pollen, it will take it from the
camel's hair pencil or brush freely: by this
means your best pips on all the selected
plants may be impregnated with the pollen
taken from the best pips in the whole
collection; and thus something like a chance
of a fine race of seedlings will be secured,
as far as our means of providing for it enables
us to do so. It is well to study that properties
are required by any particular variety to
improve it, and to apply the pollen of a
flower possessing that quality. The depriving
of the plants of some of their buds will
increase the strength of those left, and
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augment the chances of producing good
seed; and, confining the selected plants to
those w i t h some good property, and
fertilizing with others of known other good
properties, will afford reasonable hope of
saving a little seed of first-rate excellence,
and producing plants of a desirable quality.
June The plants, as they have done
blooming, may be placed in a frame, in a
shady situation, as before directed; and as
no seed may be required from the general
collection, the whole of the pips may be
picked off, but the stem ought not to be
broken; they must be watered occasionally,
or be allowed to have rain, and be uncovered
altogether, except in stormy weather, and
especially when the wind is boisterous. They
may suffer from too much wet; but if the
bottom of the frame is impervious to water,
and will allow it to run off, there will be little
danger. Yellow leaves must from time to time
be picked off, and the drainage examined;
for at this period the soil is apt to work down
among the crocks, and even fill up the holes
in the bottom, in which case the soil remains
too wet for the health and proper growth of
the plants. Water seedlings occasionally, and
where there are fresh sown ones up, as soon
as they are large enough to handle well, prick
them out into fresh pots an inch apart, to
grow into strength. Seedlings that have been
growing in this state until they nearly touch,
may be planted round the edges of pots,
about three in a large sixty, or four or five in
a si/e of forty-eight; any of those that have
advanced much after being so planted, may
be removed, one each, into sixty-sized pots;
and those in sixty-sized pots may, if their
roots fill the pot, be removed to size fortyeight, for "seedlings ought to be encouraged
in their growth, without reference to season,
until they develop their qualities, when they
are either permanently adopted or got rid of.
Continue putting into the shady frames all
plants as they go out of flower.
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July The practice of last month, in every
particular that it will apply, is to be continued
without any exception. As the plants have,
through the collection, done blooming, they
must be all subject to the same treatment;
but those plants which have not flowered
need not be moved from their winter frames;
and although they must have the advantages
of covering from extreme wet, and shading
from the hot sun, they must be uncovered as
much as possible, with due regard to these
provisions; or it would be as well, if you have
flooring enough made, for all the lights to
be removed to the shade; it would save the
trouble and attendance required for shading,
while they remain in their original place.
Seed that is ripening may be picked and put
in the sun to dry, in such boxes or drawers
as will prevent any from escaping; and those
who like autumn sowing may sow half their
stock.
August This month we propose to re-pot
the general collection, and we advise one
prevailing rule, to disturb as little as possible
the balls of earth of all those that have been
one year potted in the smaller floweringpots; remove the offsets as carefully as
possible, and be careful to preserve the roots
of the old plants from injury, as much as you
can. The surface of the balls may be rubbed
off a little, so that the fibers are not bruised
or broken, and the loose crocks at the bottom
may be taken away, but the next sized pot
must be supplied with crocks, and sufficient
compost in it to raise the ball to the surface.
Compost must then be filled in between the
ball and the pot, and pressed between,
without moving or displacing the root. If,
on turning out any of the balls, the roots do
not appear to have grown much round the
sides, they may be replaced in their own pot,
and allowed to go over another season in
the same, but if the plant be not healthy, you
may conclude there is something wrong at
the root, and therefore you should shake out
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the soil, and examine it, as directed with
regard to new plants. The plants that have
bloomed the second year, and have been one
season in thirty-two sized pots, may be
shaken out and deprived of some of their
roots; and the best way to do this is, to
shorten the main center, or carrot-like
portion, with the fibers attached to it; they
must be then carefully re-potted, in the same
sized pot, if strong, and if not strong, in a
forty-eight si/ed pot; but mostly these plants
from the large sized pots are strong, and
although deprived of their lower roots, want
room, besides which, the present potting of
them will do for two seasons, if they are
healthy. The present month must be looked
upon as the potting month, and the whole
collection, down to the smallest plants that
have not already undergone it, should be
changed. Look well to the watering of
seedlings, pricking out, potting, or shifting
all that require it; when these are potted,
shifted, and properly attended to in all these
particulars, let them be returned to their
shady frames, watered, to settle the earth
about their roots, and closed up altogether
for two or three days, after which they may
have their air as usual. And be protected
from heavy rain, but except against violent
or two much rain, they may be wholly
uncovered. The offsets taken off during all
the potting operations must be placed around
the edges of pots, to strike root, or if rooted,
potted off into smaller pots about the size
which the plants warrant; very small ones,
even if rooted, may be planted three or four
in a pot, and stronger ones should have pots
to themselves; but there is always danger of
suffering for want of water if plants are kept
in very small pots, so that many prefer
keeping them round the edges, three or four
in a pot, to give them s m a l l pots to
themselves; and if a man be so situate as not
to be able to attend very often to them, they
will do better in the larger body of earth;

however, a large sixty-size pot will take a
pretty well rooted offset, and keep it growing
well until it is full of roots, and the ball
should then, without reference to the time
of year, be transferred, with its ball of earth
undisturbed, to a pot a size larger. All this
work should be done before the month is
out.
September Towards the end of this month
have the frames removed to their winter
places, well washed out and dried, and in
these frames place your stock; begin by
selecting the strongest, and give them room;
as you proceed, continue adding the most
promising of the remainder, and so go on
until the whole are placed in their winter
quarters; from this time begin to be more
sparing of water, and consider them liable
to frost. The proceedings with regard to
seedlings may be continued as before in all
respects in which they are applicable, except
the transplanting those from the seed-pan to
pots, in which they are to be one inch apart;
they must be kept from the external air a few
days, to get them somewhat established
before they are treated like older plants; but
as some seedlings grow faster than others,
and they keep coming up in seed-pans until
every seed has vegetated, the pans should
be protected from the slightest frost; and
after the first part of the month they should
not be removed. Nor are the flowers which
come up now to be depended on for
character sufficiently to throw away on
account of a deficiency in their colours.
October A continuance of last month's
treatment must be now observed, save and
except, that there is still more danger of frost
as we approach the winter; and, therefore,
preparation must be made for covering in
case of necessity. Water must be avoided,
except when absolutely necessary; as the less
they have the better, until they really want
it. In mild weather, the glasses are best left
off altogether; but dry parching winds, and
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hot sun, (both of which are frequent in
October) will be always kept better off by
covering and shading.
November This month may be considered
winter, so far as the management of this
flower is concerned; plenty of air in mild
weather, tilted lights, and light shading on
bright warm days. Give no more water than
is necessary to keep the earth from actually
d r y i n g ; and make particular care that
seedlings and seed-pans are not permitted
to be dry or distressed for moisture, as from
the very small hold they have of the soil, the
very surface drying would be fatal to their
health and strength, if not to their existence.
We must be careful, too, in the removal of
yellow leaves, to throw them out of the
frame, and to go over the plants several times
in the month to get rid of them, for their very
presence creates damp and mildew. The
frames must not be allowed to accumulate
dirt, or falling leaves. Choose mild days to
remove the pots out; and well brush out the
frames, and the floor of them; for dirt and
dead leaves will always be damp, and that
is the greatest enemy the plant can have. In
open weather, then, mind to uncover the
frame, and when the sun is not too hot, let
all the plants have the benefit of it. Cover
from rains, and in every other respect let the
directions for previous months be a general
guide. Let the coverings from frost be light
water-proof calico or canvas, that the light
may not be excluded, for no plant can thrive
in the dark; and it should be remarked, that
a thin water-proofing covering, reaching to
the ground all around the frames, is as
effective as matting, which is dark; and in
most cases much more offensive.
Decembel* This month like the one or two
preceding, and January and February which
follow, must be subject to the treatment most
seasonable; for in this country different
seasons change the nature of these three or
four winter months sufficiently to make them
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change places with each other so far as the
weather is concerned. It would be useless
here to recapitulate the precautions we have
given; and the winter-months treatment is
but a series of precautions.

Presidents Message cont.
The Rhododendron Species Foundation
gardens and Bellcvuc Botanical Garden had
more plants for us to enjoy and photograph
in different habitats and combinations as
well. To our members; if there are public
gardens in your area, offer them primroses
if they are deficient in that essential genus
and of course help them w i t h siting
information or planting assistance. Perhaps
they would even accept some of our new
rack cards for memberships.
More recently here in Alaska, we had our
Juneau Chapter Show where Dorothy
Springer and Marie Skonberg led several of
us junior judges through our first show. We
learned a lot from them and hopefully will
use what we learned to grow and display
primulas better. We had many beautiful
species on display for visitors to admire and
many plants for them to take home to their
own gardens. We all hope to put on more
shows in Juneau in the future.
I hope many of you have seedlings from
the China Expedition going into your garden
soon; do keep good records of them for
future identification. If you get flowers,
please take photos and share them with us
through the Primula e-group, APS website
or send them to Robert Tonkin, our Editor,
for future publication.
Even more important is your saving and
sending seed to the New England Chapter
for the next Seed Exchange. Any quantity
and variety is wanted. Enjoy your gardens,
disconnect the TV, and don't waste too much
time sleeping. Ed
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A.P.S. Board Meeting Minutes
April 20th, 2001
The meeting was held in P u y a l l u p ,
Washington in conjunction with the 2001
APS National Show. In attendance were Ed
Buyarski, Cheri Fluck, Pam Finney, Mary
Irwin, Thea Oakley, Robert and Kerri
Tonkin, Candy Strickland, Mary Kordes,
Marie Skonbcrg, Elaine Malloy, Roger
Eichman, Rosetta Jones, April Boettger,
Mark Dyer, and Judy Sellers.
Ed presented the Treasurer's Report.
Assets as of March 31 S | , 2001 were
$ 18,811.22, $5,306.98 cash in the bank and
$13,504.24 in the Society's investment
account. Current assets represent a net
reduction of $10,419.69 from June 30th,
2000. It was noted that we have been able
to slow our expenditures. Membership as of
March 3 I s1 , 2001 stood at 475. There was
discussion on what might be a "prudent
reserve" for the Society. Discussion revolved
around the fact that most non-profits keep
50 to 70% of their annual budget in reserve.
The election results were read. The results
were: for President; Ed Buyarski, Vice
President; Cheri Fluck, Treasurer; Julia
Haldorson, Secretary; Robert Tonkin; Pam
Eveleigh and Elaine Malloy were both
elected to the Board. All six Constitution and
By-Laws amendments passed. Discussion
followed including the subjects of husband
and wife memberships, numbering the
ballots to prevent having to sign a name to
the ballot, and how long these Officers
should serve. A p r i l moved, and Pam
seconded a motion stating that the newly
elected Officers should serve a two-year
term. Following brief discussion the motion
passed.
Ed thanked all members for t h e i r
contribution to the Society, specifically Pat
Wilson, Dennis Oakley, Addaline Robinson,

April Boettger, and Candy Strickland. There
was discussion and a motion passed on the
most appropriate way to honor Candy for
her years of service to the Society.
Ed asked for a motion to appoint Robert
Tonkin as APS Quarterly Editor. One was
made and seconded and the motion passed.
Robert gave a Quarterly report which
included asking the Board consider buying
an upgrade to Pagcmaker, consider
converting our slide library to CD's, and
informing the Board the cost of the Spring
issue was $2,247 for 650 copies. Three new
advertisers have been added as the result of
a mail campaign. Future items for the
Quarterly include an updated membership
directory by zip code, an updated resource
directory, and p r i n t i n g of revised
Constitution and By-Laws.
Chapter Reports
Eastside Chapter - Thea reported the
Chapter has been meeting every month with
May being the last meeting until fall.
Eastside just celebrated thirty years as an
APS chapter. They will have to discuss the
changes to the Constitution and By-Laws
and how best to respond to those changes.
Thea offered that Eastside does have a
Federal tax id number. Ed offered that being
the case there was no need to report their
finances to the Board. However, the 10
membership amendment was proposed and
voted
into
the
Constitution to ensure that each Chapters
vote represented a constituency of A.P.S.
members. Following over thirty minutes of
discussion covering legal matters. Chapter
history,
membership
recruitment
responsibilities, the needs of National to help
Chapters recruit and maintain membership,
the reluctance of a Chapter to "have to" do
anything, the past refusal of Chapters to
divulge membership status, and the obvious
need for a Membership Committee
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Chairperson, a motion was finally brought
to the table. Robert motioned, and Roger
seconded that: "Each A.P.S. Chapter will
provide a list of current A.P.S. members
upon request of the Board. Should that
Chapter's A.P.S. membership be below ten,
a written statement will be required from the
Chapter President stating it is the intent of
that Chapter to again reach and maintain ten
A.P.S. members within a reasonable amount
of time." The motion passed. J u d y
immediately motioned, and Roger seconded
that: "Should a Chapter posses its own
Federal tax id number, and provides that
number to the A.P.S. Treasurer, that Chapter
will be exempt from financial reporting to
the Board." The motion passed.
Tacoma Chapter - Candy reported the
National Show is the focus of the Chapters
activity. She received a hardy round of
applause for a GREAT show put on by her
Chapter. Candy informed the Board this
would be her last year as National Show
Chairperson.
New England Chapter- Mary reported the
Chapter currently has 30 members covering
7 states and is growing rapidly. Members
travel three to five hours quarterly to attend
Chapter meetings. In spring they hold tours
and a lunch, in the fall digging/dividing/
sharing and a u c t i o n i n g makes up the
meeting, and the winter meeting covers seed
p l a n t i n g . A r e c e n t l y created tri-fold
membership flyer was mentioned as a very
useful membership recruitment tool. Their
treasury holds $269.13 and continues to
grow!
Juneau Chapter - Robert reported for Pam,
who had to catch a plane, that the Juneau
Chapter would be holding their annual plant
sale May 12"' and a Juneau Primrose Show
June 9"'. The Chapter had a three by five
color APS banner made. Juneau has initiated
a John O'Brien trophy for "Best Denticulata
in Show" to be awarded annually at a Juneau
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show. Cheri presented a program on
preparing plants for shows. She brought in
trays of auriculas and had members do
"hands-on" plant grooming and potting.
Discussion revolved around the various
classes of show schedules and the
importance of neat and clean presentation
of plants. Current Juneau membership is 55.
Treasury balance is $5200.
B.C. Group - Ed asked that the B.C. Group
report is discussed under next years National
Show agenda item. It was noted t h a t
Maedythe Martin replaces Dennis Oakley
as BC Primrose Group President. Welcome
Back Maedythe!
Ed reported that Kodiak Alaska has been
busy, with Marie Skonberg's direction and
help, getting a new Group going in the far
North. There was also discussion of new
Group activity in Anchorage. NARGS will
be holding its 2002 annual meeting in
Anchorage June 14"1,2002. Ed, Robert, and
hopefully others will be attending to provide
an APS presence at the event.
Library Report - Thea has purchased 25
copies of the new Mary Robinson auricula
book and noted postage is still going up!
Slide Library Report - Mary has sent out
seven slide shows and is hoping to receive a
copy of the auricula video from the UK for
inclusion into the library.
Quarterly Librarian - Cheri reported her
recent request for past issues has been well
received and she continues to piece together
sets for the Societies official use, as well as
membership requests.
Seed Exchange
provided a final
seed exchange
reported $2149

- Ed reported that Ruby
report detailing the 2000
grossed $4854. They
in expenses for a net of
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$2104.67. Ed wishes to request everyone give
Ruby and her helpers in B.C. a grateful
THANK YOU for a great exchange year!
Ed reported the $700 that was provided by
National for the China Expedition netted the
Exchange 1429 packets of China seed at an
average price of forty-seven cents each.
Given that some APS members present had
purchased full shares in the expedition and
calculated they paid about three dollars
apiece for their packets, it was generally
accepted that it was a good investment. Ed
noted that there were other expeditions being
planned this fall, most notably by Chris
Chadwell to the Mustang region of Nepal;
an area rich in primula and inaccessible for
many years by outsiders. A prospectus on
the expedition will be forwarded to the New
England Chapter and the opportunity to
participate is expected to come up at future
Board meetings.
Web Site Report - Duane submitted a
report that shows our site has had over 5300
visits since September of 1999. To date
twenty membership applications have been
received which have been completed on the
application form from our web site. While
not an official A.P.S. function, the Thursday
and Sunday chats are a great way to close
the many miles between members. Duane
and Board member Terry Mitchell have put
a tremendous amount of hard work into the
website and the chats.
Ed reported that Dennis Oakley, long time
Chairman of the Twinning Program, had
asked to be replaced. Duane Buell has
volunteered to assume the post. A motion
was made, seconded and passed to have
Duane assume the post. The Society wishes
to extend its appreciation to Dennis for his
years of service in this position. Many great
and lasting friendships have resulted from
this wonderful program and Dennis has been
instrumental in its success.

2002 National Show - The B.C. Group is
giving consideration to hosting the 2002
National Show in Vancouver, about mid
April, and should have a decision by the end
of this May. Cheri discussed the fact that the
B.C. Group may be in need of seed money
to ensure a smooth show. A motion was
made, seconded and passed to have
National, along with any other Chapters or
Groups so willing to help, to support the B.C.
Groups efforts with up to $1000 U.S. seed
money. Questions and concerns were raised
about transporting plants across the border.
Cheri explained that there were folks who
knew the process and we would ensure the
Quarterly printed detailed information
regarding the issue. Ed wanted the secrets
of early plant blooming techniques printed
in the Quarterly too! Perhaps some of our
Primrose masters across the pond may wish
to contribute their experiences on the matter.
Constitution and By-Laws Committee Ed asked for v o l u n t e e r s from each
geographical region to sit on a Constitution
and By-Laws Committee. The Committee
should attempt to submit recommended
changes, additions and deletions to the
Board for the Fall meeting. Volunteers
included Roger Eichman, Mark Dyer, Mary
Kordes, and Pam Finney (who doesn't have
a clue we volunteered her. Teach her to leave
early!)
The next Board meeting will be held around
July 21"'. Ed asked for and received a motion
to hold the next Board meeting via online
chat. The motion passed with one lone
dissenting voice from your new recording
secretary.
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MT. TAHOMA NURSERY
WE OFFER A LARGE

SELECTION OF NAMED
CULTIVARS OF PRIMULA
AURICULA, PALLIONH &
P.ALLIONII HYBRIDS AS WELL
AS MANY SPECIES PRIMUU\S,
JULIANA HYBRIDS, &
MUCH MORE!
Rick Lupp

(253)

847-9827

Mail Order in U.S.A. Only
Open for Visitors by Appointment Only
Send $2.00 for Plant List
28111
112th Avenue E.
Graham, Washington 98338
www.backyardgardener.com/mttahoma/

Nature's Garden
A large selection of old
fashioned Juliana
hybrids, garden
auriculas, species like P.
farinosa, P. vulgaris

alba, P. florindae, P.
rosea etc. Lately also
Primula elatior hybrids
in seven colors.

Respectfully submitted,

(503) 394-3217
Mail Order Only

Robert Tonkin
Secretary

40611 Highway 226
Scio, Oregon 97374

Interested in a Primrose
Twin?
Would you like to join an overseas
primula group, but you're confused about
international currency exchange rates?
Becoming a "TWIN" will make it easy
for you. A.P.S. members in Canada and
the U.S. can pair up with members of the
National Auricula and Primula Society
(NAPS), Northern Section, where A.P.S.
members pay the annual A.P.S. membership for their English twins in return for
membership in NAPS, Northern Section.
For details, please contact:
Duane Buell
1830 Central Ave.
Juneau, AK 99801
Tel: (907) 780-4489
dbuell@iname.com

Want More
Primroses?
Back issues of the A.P.S. quarterly.
Primroses, are available from the
A.P.S. Quarterly Librarian. Prices
depend on the issue date:
1996-1998
1990-1995
1970-1989
1990 & before

$6.50/copy
$4/copy
$2.50/copy
$1.50/copy

For availability or for ordering
copies please contact:
Cheri Fluck
17275 Point Lena Loop Rd.
Juneau, AK 99801-8310
USA
Tel: (907) 789-0595
FAX: (907) 789-2593
cheril @gci.net
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Himalayan Seed Collecting Expedition, 2001
Why not take out a share in Chris Chadwell's
sixteenth plant hunting expedition ?
This year, Chris Chadwell's team will be exploring mountain ranges well-known for their
exceptionally rich Himalayan flora and Tibetian borderland districts recently opened for
the first time. A strong, experienced team, should ensure that plenty of exciting species are
located - a healthy number being "firsts" for Chadwell expeditions to the Himalaya.

An opportunity to experiment with genuine
Himalayan species of Primula.
Detailed prospectus available for: 3 x [US $
bills or International Reply Coupons]

P.O. Box 210913

Auke Bay, AK 99821
The purpose of this society is to bring the people interested in Primula together
in an organization to increase the genera! knowledge of and the interest in the
collecting, growing, breeding, showing and using in the landscape and garden the
genus Primula in all its forms and to serve as a clearing house for collecting and
disseminating information about Primula.
Membership in the Society includes a subscription to the quarterly publication Primroses,
Seed Exchange privileges. Slide Library, and the opportunity to join a Round Robin.
Membership renewals are due November 15lh and are delinquent at the first of the year.

Membership and Renewal Rates
(Membership runs on the calendar year. Renewals are always due 11/15)

Chadwell (APS), 81, Parlaunt Rd,

Individual, Domestic and Canada, One Calendar Year at $25.00

Slough, Berks, SL3 8BE ENGLAND

Primulas On-Line
Official APS website
http://www.americanprimrosesoc.org
and

Primula Discussion Group
APS membership not required.
Members from around the world!
Novices to highly experienced.
Email message base, 2 weekly
on-line chats, photo archive
and more.

http://groups. yahoo, com/group/primulas

or email:
dbuell@iname.com
terry^mitchell 1234.freeserve.co.uk

Individual, Overseas One Calendar Year at $32.00
Individual, Overseas Three Calendar Years at $90.00

The following not-for-profit websites are
provided as a resource for APS members
who share a common interest in Primroses.

Individual Life Membership at $350.00

Exp. Date

Pay by Visa Card: Card #
Name on Card:_

Signature
National Auricula and Primrose
Society
http://freespace.virgin.net/pe ter_gavin.ward/
index.htm

Primula World

For more information go to:

Individual, Domestic and Canada, Three Calendar Years at $70.00

Primrose Websites
of Interest

American Primrose Society
http://www.americanprimrosesoc.org/

NAME:
ADDRESS:.
CITY:

ST:

ZIP:

http://memters.home.net/pnniulaworld/

Primulas Auriculas Alpines &
Shows
http://www.wilkin94.fsnet.co.uk/
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(OPTIONAL)
EMAIL:

PHONE:

Please make checks payable to the American Primrose Society. Receipts will not be sent
unless requested (S.A.E. Please)
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Plant Societies
National Auricula and Primula Society
Invites all auricula and primula lovers to join this old society. Membership includes yearbook.
http://freespace. virgin.net/peter_gavin. ward/index.htm
Northern Section
D.G. Hadfield
146 Queens Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, Cheshire, England, SK8 5HY
Midland and West Section
David Tarver
9 Church St, Belton, Loughborough, Leicestershire. England LE12 9UG
Southern Section
Lawrence E. Wigley
67 Warnham Court Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, England SM5 3ND

North American Rock Garden Society
Join Today!

Benefits of Membership include: Beautiful. Colorful Quarterly Bulletin;
Seed Exchange offering Thousands of Plant Species (including many
primulas) at Low Prices; Spectacular National Meetings;
Opportunity to Meet Gardeners.
Send $25 (on North American Continent, $30 overseas) to:
Executive Secretary. P.O. Box 67 Millwood, NY 10546
http://www.nargs.org/index.html

New Zealand Alpine Garden Society
Invites you to join other overseas members enjoying the benefits of our
Society. Two informative Bulletins each year and an extensive NZ native
section in our seed list enhance the contact with New Zealand alpine
plant lovers. Enquiries to the Membership Secretary or join by sending
the equivelant of NZ$25 payable to NZAGS (Inc.).
Visa Mastercard facilities available.
New Zealand Alpine Garden Society,
P.O. Box 2984, Christchurch, New Zealand
http://www.backyardgardener.eom/n/..html

Officers of the Chapters
Juneau Chapter
President, Pam Finney
P.O. Box 23096, Juneau, AK 99801
Tel: (907)789-7516 finneypj@aol.com

British Columbia Primrose Group
President, Maedythe Martin
951 Joan Cresent
Victoria, B.C Canada
Tnjmartin@pacificcoast.net
(250) 370-2951

New England Chapter
Chairperson, Mary Irwin
6 Spruce Mountain Terrace
Danbury, CT06810
Tel: (203) 207-4695
scmgirl77@aol.com
Co-Chairperson, Elaine Malloy
P.O. Box 38, South Salem, NY 10590
eluineprim@aol.com

Doretta Klaber Chapter
President, Ann Hudnall
325 W. Ashbridge St.
West Chester, PA 19380
Tel: (610)696-5503

Ann.hudnall@verizon.net
Co-President, Lucille Koenig
Box 15, Thornton, PA 19373
Tel: (610)459-7422 theldk@aol.com
Eastside Chapter
President, Thea Oakley
3304 288th Ave. NE
Redmond, WA 98053
Tel: (425) 880-6177 othea@halcyon.com

Tacoma Chapter
Co-President Candy Strickland
6911 - 104th St. E.
Puyallup, WA 98373
Tel: (253) 841-4192
Co-President Cy Happy III
11617 Gravelly Lk Dr., Tacoma, WA 98499
(253) 588-2585

APS COMMITTEE CHAIRS
QUARTERLY LIBRARIAN
Cheri Fluck
17275 Point Lena Loop Rd.
Juneau, AK 99801
Tel: (907) 789-0595
cheril@gci.net
WEBMASTER
Duane Buell
1830 Central Ave.
Juneau, AK 99801
Tel: (907) 780-4489
dbuell@iname.com
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
Robert Tonkin
3155 Pioneer Ave.
Juneau, AK 99801
Tel: (907)463-1554
primroses@gci.net

SEED EXCHANGE
Jacques Mommens

P.O. Box 67
Millwood, NY 10546
Tel: (914)762-2948
mommens@advinc.com
SHOW JUDGES
Rosetta Jones
170 E. Dunoon Place
Shelton, WA 98584
Tel: {360)426-7913

SLIDE L I B R A R I A N
Mary Irwin
6 Spruce MT. Terrace
Danbury, CT 06810
Tel: (203) 207-4695
scmgirl77@aol.com
LIBRARIAN
Thea Oakley
3304 - 288th Ave. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98053
Tel: (425) 880-6177
thea@halcyon.com
ROUND ROBIN
Candy Strickland
6911 - 104th St. E.
Puyallup, WA 98373
Tel: (253) 841-4192

